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FROM INC 500 AWARD-WINNING BURNT-OUT BUSINESS EXEC TO 
SPIRITUAL EMPOWERMENT & SUCCESS COACH.

support@kimcoots.com        www.kimcoots.com        (517) 672-1717

“Dynamic, personable, and 
engaging are the first three 
words that come to mind when 
I think of Kim Coots. Kim was 
a guest speaker at my events. 
She naturally captivates the 
audience with her genuine 
delivery, intriguing content, 
and ability to connect with 
the hearts and minds of her 
audience. She is an exemplary 
leader, coach, teacher, and 
speaker.”  
- Millie Chu

“Kim’s presentation was very 
welcoming and inviting. This 
was another step for me to 
keep moving forward. Thank 
you!” 
- Jen W.

“I got more out of your one-
hour keynote than I have from 
years of counseling.”
- Jake R.

Kim’s Bio:
Kim Coots is a Spiritual Empowerment and Success Coach. She’s passionate 
about helping people who lead and care for others make the impact they’re 
here to make and experience personal fulfillment without burning out.

Kim struggled with anxiety, burn-out and frustration while serving as an Inc. 
500 award-winning business leader, and she secretly studied spiritual healing 
modalities to revitalize and rebalance her life. The transformation was so 
profound that Kim launched a spiritual healing business to help others, 
but she kept her healing work low-key because she feared her business 
colleagues would think she was weird or not take her seriously in business. 

Then, personal tragedy changed the trajectory of Kim’s life and career when 
her only child, Keira, died unexpectedly from fentanyl poisoning, and her 
mother died unexpectedly three weeks later.

Kim went through the dark night of the soul, and encountered several 
debilitating health issues. When mainstream grief support and medical 
options didn’t help, Kim turned to her spiritual foundation to find the 
hope, purpose, and meaning in life again. She speaks on topics of Sacred 
Empowerment so that leaders can make the impact they’re here to make, 
without sacrificing their health, wealth, or joy.

Kim offers transformational programs, retreats, and sessions both virtually 
and in-person.

Suggested Topics: 
• From Burnt-Out Biz Exec to Sacred Empowerment & Success Coach
• How to Create Success Without Sacrificing Health, Wealth, or Joy
• 5 Ways to Be a Mom That’s the Bomb When You’re a Busy 

Businesswoman
• Energy Medicine for Vitality, Guidance, and Life Balance
• Spiritual and Successful
• What’s Your Superpower? Discover Your Strongest Intuitive Sense for 

Success
• 3 Sacred Tools for Discovering & Living Your Soul Purpose
• Experience Magic in Your To-Do List
• 5 Things My Daughter Taught Me About Living After She Died
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